
PWG/DWG common questions



Based on the current BNL design, we suggest, as a starting point for our physics simulations, to 
study one or several of the following beam energy combinations:

- p-e: 275 on 18 GeV,   100 on 10 GeV, 100 on 5 GeV  and  41 on 5 GeV 
- Au-e: 110 on 18 GeV,   110 on 10 GeV and 41 on 5 GeV 

For integrated luminosity, we could follow similar assumptions as in the White Paper, 
i.e.: 10 fb-1 and 100 fb-1.

A polarization of 70% can be assumed for electrons and light ions as a baseline 
(including polarized d?)

1.- Common set of energies, beam species, luminosities, and polarization

https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic/upload/EIC.Design.Study.pdf


2.- What physics processes drive each detector component the most, and what are 
these requirements?



Measurement/
process Main detector requirements Anticipated plot Physics topic/goal

SIDIS • η acceptance for hadrons • angular 
resolution • granularity of the detector 
(central to forward -1 to 4), • pi/K/p 
identification •Comments: 
PID↔Tracking, B −field → δp/p, min p

• pseudo-3D Sivers function as 
a function kt for various x bins, 
• Value of Tensor charge 
uncertainties + plot vs x, • Q2 
dependence of Sivers function 
or AUT at fixed x

Quark Sivers, 3D momentum 
structure, TMD evolution

SIDIS, di-jets/dihadrons acceptance for back-to back dihadrons Size of the asymmetry as a 
function of x

Gluon Sivers

SIDIS: Spectroscopy possibilities • dilepton identification for J/psi • 
displaced vertex • pi/K separation for 
open charm • forward proton/neutron 
recoils from diffractive production 
(similar to DVCS reqs)

Kinematic coverage for decay 
particles in representative 
channels Possibly expected 
limits on coupling vs mass for 
J/Ѱππ, DD* final states

Representative spectroscopy 
channel : X,Y → J/Ѱππ, DD* 

SIDIS: Sea quark helicity 
measurements

hadron momentum and energy 
resolution in forward direction (2 < η  < 
4) for CC events

Update of previous sea quark 
helicity PDF uncertainty plots

flavor separated (anti)quark 
helicity distributions over wide 
range of x

2.- What physics processes drive each detector component the most, and what are 
these requirements?



Measurement/
process Main detector requirements Anticipated plot Physics topic/goal

FFs/nFFs/nPDFs via single hadron 
FF

See TMD SIDIS reqs nPDF uncertainty expectation, 
(n)FF expectation

Single hadron fragmentation 
functions for ep and eA for 
FFs, nFFs, nPDFs

Di-hadron correlations in eA at low 
x

backward hadron acceptance, 
granularity 

decorrelation plot as in white 
paper

onset of saturation 
phenomenon

2.- What physics processes drive each detector component the most, and what are 
these requirements?



NOTE:
This is 
the lab 

color 
palette.

Polarized reactions
Physics goals + 
channel

Money plots Bonus plots Detector requirements

Nucleon structure, 
helicity distributions
Jet and dijet ALL 

ALL vs jet pT and for various η bins Δq and Δg vs x and Q2 Polarimetry Luminosity, Forward, 
central and backward acceptance, 
Calorimetry,Tracking

Nucleon structure, 3D, 
Sivers asymmetry, 
TMD evolution, 
transversity
Jets, di-jets, lepton-jets
 

Quark sivers function of x, kT
Q2 dependence of the Sivers function

AN as a function of angle 
(away from back-to-back)
Gluon Sivers function 

Polarimetry, Luminosity, Forward, 
central and backward acceptance, 
Calorimetry, Tracking

Jets & HF



NOTE:
This is 
the lab 

color 
palette.

Unpolarized reactions, light flavor jets
Physics goals + 
channel

Money plots Bonus plots Detector requirements

TMD physics, Nuclear 
broadening
Di-jets, 
photon/lepton-jet 
correlations

Dijet angular distributions
Lepton-jet angular distributions. 
Different rapidity, pT, bins

TEEC vs azimuthal angle
Photon-jet correlations and 
asymmetries in eA, comparison 
to ep

Detector acceptance; 
Calorimetry, Tracking, Particle 
ID (lepton, photon)

Fragmentation (TMD, 
longitudinal), 
fundamental 
QCD splitting 
processes
Inclusive jet 
substructure, hadron in 
jet 

Hadron distribution in jets vs kT 
(relative to jet axis) and vs z

Light flavor jet momentum 
sharing distributions vs angle r, 
splitting fraction z

Modification of shapes and 
fragmentation  functions (vs r, z), 
angularities

Detector coverage; 
Calorimetry, Tracking, Particle 
ID, Granularity, Tracking 
resolution



NOTE:
This is 
the lab 

color 
palette.

Heavy flavor
Physics goals + 
channel

Money plots Bonus plots Detector requirements

Hadronization and 
energy loss
D, B meson 
production, 
modification in eA

D, B meson and light h ReA vs zh
D, B meson cross sections vs pT

D, B meson and light h ReA vs 
Q2, ν
Also vs kT

Tracking, Vertexing, Particle ID, 
Calorimetry, Forward coverage

Charm and bottom 
content of nucleons 
and nuclei
Heavy-flavor tagged 
jet cross section
 

Charm - tagged jet cross sections vs 
pT,
Charm F2  (vs x Q2)

Bottom tagged jet cross 
sections vs pT,
Bottom F2  (vs x Q2)

Tracking, Vertexing, Particle ID, 
Calorimetry, Forward, Central, 
and Backward coverage

Mass dependence of 
parton showers
Heavy flavor jet 
substructure

Heavy flavor splitting functions  vs r 
(angle) and  z
Heavy flavor jet shapes vs r

Fragmentation in jets to heavy 
mesons vs z and pT (relative to 
jet axis)
Substructure modification in eA
Quarkonia in jets

Tracking, Vertexing, Particle ID, 
Calorimetry



NOTE:
This is 
the lab 

color 
palette.

EW and angularities
Physics goals + 
channel

Money plots Bonus plots Detector requirements

Electroweak structure 
functions
Parity violating 
reactions with jets,
Charge currents

Charge current cross sections vs 
Jet pT  , rapidity
F1

γZ
, F3

γZ vs x in bins of Q2  (polarized 
x polarized)
g1

γZ
, g5

γZ vs x in bins of Q2  

(unpolarized x polarized)

sin2θW  vs scale Q
Present structure functions vs x, 
Q

Polarimetry, Luminosity, 
Tracking, Calorimetry

Extraction of ⍺s, 
hadronization 
parameters
Global event shapes
 

Thrust distribution as a function of 𝜏 
for several  x and Q

2 bins
Angularity vs 𝜏 for  several ⍺ 
parameters 

⍺s and hadronization parameter 
Ω1 scatter plot

Forward, central and backward 
coverage,  Calorimetry, 
Tracking.



Inclusive







3.- Considerations/constraints from the detector design side that must be included 
into baseline physics simulations



3.- Considerations/constraints from the detector design side that must be included 
into baseline physics simulations



4.- How do we organize the various steps of the work that require interactions        
and feedback between PWG and DWG ?



Straw-man plan of attack:

a. Review previous existing work related to your subgroup.
b. Converge on a set of important and representative measurements  for 

your subgroup.
c. Break-down physics deliverables into “physics objects” (PO) [electron, 

hadron (ID/noID), muon, jet]; map out kinematics for each PO.
d. Cross-check PO maps across physics subgroups to determine the most 

challenging constraints in terms of detector design; resolve overlaps 
[decide who runs what].

e. Focus on fast simulations for the most demanding measurements first; 
determine the optimal/acceptable detector performance; confirm/check 
resulting impact on the rest of the measurements.

4.- How do we organize the various steps of the work that require interactions        
and feedback between PWG and DWG ?


